Charlotte Huck Award Recommended Books

2019  Alma and how she got her name – Martinez-Neal  E M3665a
      Drawn together -- Lê
      Ivy Aberdeen’s letter to the world – Blake  F B81i
      I walk with Vanessa: a story about a simple act of kindness -- Kerascoët  
      E K451i
      Lifeboat 12 – Hood  F H76l
      The cardboard kingdom – Sell  F nSe484c
      The rabbit listened – Doerrfeld  E D674r

2018  All faire in middle school – Jamieson
      Amina’s voice – Khan
      Big cat, little cat – Cooper  E C785b
      Crown: an ode to the fresh cut – Barnes  E B261o
      Saving Marty – Griffin
      Shelter – Clair
      Stef Soto, the taco queen – Torres
      Wishtree -- Applegate

2017  A bandit’s tale: the muddled misadventures of a pickpocket – Hopkinson
      Hoot and Peep – Judge
      Inquisitor’s tale: or, the three magical children and their holy dog – Gidwitz  
      FG36li
      Luis paints the world – Farish
      One half from the east – Hashimi
      The princess and the warrior: a tale of two volcanoes – Tonatiuh 398.72 T61 +
      eBook
The seventh wish – Messner F M564s
Wolf Hollow – Wolk F W83fw

2016  Circus Mirandus – Beasley
Crenshaw – Applegate
Francine Poulet meets the ghost raccoon: tales from Deckawoo Drive –
DiCamilo
George – Gino F G434g
Last stop on Market Street – De la Peña ED374l
Little Elliot, big family – Curato
Sidewalk flowers – Lawson E L445s
Two white rabbits – Buitrago E B868t

2015  A snicker of magic – Lloyd
Draw – Colon E C719n
The madman of Piney Woods – Curtis F C941m
The meaning of Maggie – Sovern
The most magnificent thing – Spires E Sp48m
Otis and the scarecrow – Long
The secret hum of a daisy – Holczer
The turle of Oman – Nye